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400 High School Students
Attend Science Day Program
More than 400 junior and senior high school students
were participants in the annual high school Science Day
program which was held at Bowling Green State University
recently.
Entries were presented in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and general science. Three types of entries were
submitted: exhibit, demonstration
Lima; and Mr. D. D. Lawrence,
with oral presentation, and papers.
Findlay, Ohio.
More than three hundred of
Dr. E. E. Dickerman was cothe visiting students submitted exordinator between the high school
hibits.
They consisted of projects built, collections, equipment, and University committees. Other
made by students working as inmembers of the University commitdividuals or in groups. Demonstrations were presented by groups tee were Dr. Clare Martin, Dr. C.
H. Otis, Dr. Samuel Mayfleld, and
of two or three students, with oral
Dean K. H. McFall.
discussion during the demonstraFollowing the general assembly
tions. A number of manuscripts
and displays in the morning, the
were submitted by the contestants.
visitors were taken on a tour of
Judges for the contests were:
the campus by Dean McFall and
Dr. Clare Martin, chemistry; Dr.
several University students.
A
C. H. Otis, general science; I'I.
luncheon was held for the students
W. E. Singer, physics; Mr. F. W.
at the Methodist Church at noon.
Myrice, mathematics; and Mr.
A swim demonstration program
C. F. Cope, biology.
followed the afternoon demonstraCommittees in charge of the
tion program.
affair were: Mr. D. C. Fast, North
Baltimore; Mr. H. B. Romaker,
Liberty Center; Mr. H. O. Stout,
Bowling Green;
Mr.
Herbert
Wolfe, Bellevue; Mr. E. L. Huber,

YW Conference
Assembles Here
Delegates from 18 colleges of
northern Ohio gathered at Bowling Green last Saturday and Sunday for the annual Northern Ohio
Area Spring Training Conference
of the YWCA. Delegates enjoyed the three discussions which
were entitled, "Women in Post
War", "Race Relations", and
"Should I Marry Now?".
Relaxation was provided at the
sing Saturday night directed by
Walter F. "Andy" Anderson.
Guests were housed in Shatzel Hali
and ate at the Nest. The conference was terminated with a
candle-light worship service from
10 to 11 a.m. Sunday in Studio B
of the Practical Arts Building.

Student Paths
Will be Staked
Mary Holt, chairman of the
"Keep off the Grass" campaign,
announced that paths for the students will be staked off in the
near future as soon as the materials arrive.
"In most cases, the students
have become more conscious of
keeping off the grass," she said,
"but there is still room for improvement."
A few students have been taking the signs from various paths
on campus, and it would be appreciated by both Mary Holt and
her committee if they would put
I hem back. Otherwise, the members of the committee will have
to pnint new ones to replace those
taken.
The committee wishes to express
thanks to the faculty members for their interest in the campaign.

Book Editor
Players Plan
Will be Chosen Spring Program
Freshman handbook applications must be turned into the publications committee by April 24,
according to Professor J. J. Currier. A sophomore or junior editor and two assistants, a freshman
and a sophomore, will be chosen
according to publication by-laws.
Other qualifications for editorship are: experience on other publications, ideas for the handbook,
and reasons for the application.
The rest of the staff will be selected by the editors and a notice
will be posted soon after the applications are in.

Room At Nest
Is New Office
A room on the second floor of
the Falcon's Nest has been converted into an office for the manager, Miss Katherinc Rausch.
This eliminates working downstairs
at the desk in the midst of confusion. Miss Rausch says, "There
is more space, less disturbance and
the air is fresher—on the whole,
it's wonderful!"

A meeting of the Workshop
Players will be held tonight at
7:30 in the Rec hall to plan
the remainder of the spring program.
Twenty-three members of Workshop Players attended the production of Noel Coward's "Blithe
Spirit" in Toledo Monduy.
Those who attended were Janic
Rothe, Lenore Dyer, Verly Collins, Elizabeth Souder, Ann Douglas, Jane Byrnes, Mary Thompson,
Mary Hall, Nancy Bogdanoff, Ann
Antypas, Patricia Eagy, Eleanor
Winsor, Dorothy Luedtkc, Betty
Paxton, Fritzie
Sipher,
Marv
Crim, Lean Lull, Patty Cloos,
Barbara Rhodes, Julia Meeks,
Marge Hummon, Marty Ritzhaupt,
Barbara
Fish, Miss Charlotte
Skene, and Miss Margaret Hiltz.
Spar Recruiter, En.. Nancy
Lancaster and a recruiting crew of
the Ninth Naval Di.Irict will be on
campus Monday and Tuesday. A
notice will be posted in the Well
with farther details.

Ardine Gottfried Is Elected
Next Year's WSGA Prexy
Results of the Women's SelfGoverning Association election of
officers for next year were released by the office of the Dean of
Women last week.

wki":

A freshman class representative
will be appointed in the near future by the WSGA Legislative
Board.
ARDINE GOTTFRIED
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;
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Northern Ohio Rotary Clubs
Convene Here On Sunday

Members of the Rotary Clubs of Northern Ohio will convene at Bowling Green State University April 23 and 24.
The Rotary Convention is the first the University has ever
undertaken.
Four hundred are expected to arrive early
■m. • WPt
Sunday afternoon, coming as delegates from the 46 clubs in
'.9
this Ohio district.
Prof. Elden T. Smith will be
The wives of the delegates will
in charge of the necessary arhave a luncheon at the Nest Monrangements while the guests are
on campus. Residents of the four day afternoon. The Nest will be
closed from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
houses in Borority row will vacate
Sunday evening to accomodate and the regular noon time patrons
IT * ■'*
those delegates staying overnight.
may eat in the east end of the
v
1
Each girl living in one of these
Recreation Mall of the Administrahouses is asked to find her own
tion Building.
quarters for the night.
The
Besides their business meetings,
A
delegates will have a buffet lunchthe Kotarians have some extra
eon Sunday evening and a breakcurricular activities in store for
fl fast Monday morning at the Nest. them. On Sunday at 3:30, they
Monday noon they will find
will attend a musical program';'ivBl'
themselves at Kohl Hall in the
en by Bowling Green High School
mess line awaiting the meal in
A Cappclla Choir. Sunday at 4
V-12 style. Monday evening they
p.m. Dr. Gus Dyer, former profeswill attend a banquet at Shutzel
sor of politicul and social economy
Hall. Harry Collars Spillman, a
at Vanderbilt University, will
,
well-known lecturer throughout
speak on the "Responsibility of
America, will speak at the banLeadership". Students and towns
quet.
people are invited to this lecture.
Hope McAdams, Delta Gamma president, stand* by while Eva
A water carnival will be held
Marie Saint presents Phyllis Naegle, 1944 Sweater Queen.
in the Natatorium at 7:16 Sunday.
At 8 p.m. the Treble Clef Club
will present a musical program in
the auditorium. At 8:30 Dr. Vojta
Benes, brother of Czechoslovakia's
Treble Clef, under the direcfamed president, will give the evetion of Dr. James P. Kennedy,
ning address at this meeting.
will give n concert this Saturday
Dr. Benes is a scholar and
Try-outs for a series of one-act plays will take place
at 4:06 over WFIN.
statesman in his own right. SenaThursday, April 20 in the radio studio. These try-outs are
Last Saturday a joint program tor, educator, and author, he is
open to every student and anyone who is interested in dramawas given by the Gamma Phi a brilliant speaker and is qualified
tics is urged to come and read.
Beta and the Alpha Epsilon Sororito give a vivid picture of modern
%
history in the making. All stuThis series of one-act plays will be presented later in the ties.
The
part
of
the
program
given
dents are urged to attend. The
spring. They will be under the direction of student directors
by
Gamma
Phi
Beta
consisted
of
convention will be high lighted by
■
from the directing class.
Prof.
a vocal solo "Man Lindy Lou"
a Governor's Ball at 9 p.m. MonElden T. Smith will supervise the sung by Jean Churchill; a piano day evening.
direction and production of the
solo "Spanish Dance" played by
Students are asked to help make
Erma Mart man; "Summertime"
this convention a success.
Dr.
plays.
Prout expresses this desire, "I
Later on, plays may be present- sung by a trio composed of Jean
Churchill, Kathryn Knisely, and am anxious for every student to
Cap and Gown is sponsoring a id at clubs, I'so clubs, and
Martha Roberts; a marimba solo appoint himself or herself as a
Benefit Bridge Party Friday night schools.
"Sylvia" played by Mary Craig- committee of one to make these
in the Practical Arts Auditoruim
This is an opportunity for stupeople at home."
mile; and a sorority song "Cresdents
who
are
not
enrolled
in
drafrom 8 to 12 p.m. There will be
cent Moon of Gamma Phi" sung
matics
to
guin
experience
in
actrefreshments and prizes. Knterby the trio.
The sorority aning,
Experience garnered from
nouncer was Mary Jo Davis and
tainment will be sponsored by
roles in one-act plays will go far
each sorority.
Virginia Kalkimr in giving the student the ability Dorothy Main directed the program.
is mistress of ceremonies. Tickets
to play a role in a major UniverThe Alpha Epsilon part of the
are &0 cvnta and may be purchased sity production.
program consisted of two piano
The technical crews for "Mr.
from Kay Knisely or at the door.
Every student il invited to try selections, "Vilia" and "The DesPirn Passes by", three act comedy
This Bridge Party is open to out. Anyone unable to come to ert Song" played by Alice Cad- to be presented April 28 and 29,
the campus and town and the bene- the scheduled try-outs is requested well; a vocal solo "My Hero"
have been appointed by Prof. Elfits arc to go to the United China
to see Prof. Smith and arrange
from the play "The Chocolate
den T. Smith.
Relief.
for a later tine,
Soldier" sung by Margery Mayer;
Dorothy Main has been appoint"Beautiful Ohio" sung by Norma
ed stage manager, assisted by
Stein, Margery Mayer, and Alice
Betty Paxton. Technical director
Cadwcll; and an original poem "A
is Phil Miles.
Picture of a Summer Storm" read
Ralph Klein is heading the buildby Verly Collins.
The sorority
ing crew with the assistance of
song was sung at the beginning
Wayne Wheeler, Patricia SchweitThree members of the start" of the Bee Gee News attend- and at the end of the program.
zer, Virginia Falknor,
Roger
ed the eighteenth annual convention of the Ohio Collegiate Pauline Ulrey was the sorority anPowell, Jean Sikora, Gwen Kinsey,
Newspaper Association at Oenison University, Granville, last nouncer and Marjorie Fitkin, the
Bob Sonderegger, and Roger
Saturday and Sunday. Delegates from Bowling Green State director.
Brown.
University were Patricia Schweitzer and Bob Crowell. AlCostumes are under the superternate was Dick Herring.
vision of Marilyn Smith with Ruth
The delegates convened at Cur- ners of the awards were: best
Willey, Ann Antypas, Betty Ford,
tis Hall, Denison University at 11
and Barbara Burridge assisting.
weekly paper, Toledo University,
a.m. Saturday. First meeting of
The all-girl paint crew is headArch B. Conklin, dean of stuthe convention was a luncheon second Denison University, third
ed by Alice White. Also on the
meeting at 12:16. Guests were Miami University, judge—Ralph dents attended a conference of
committee arc Marie Powell, Betty
welcomed by Dr. Kenneth L.
Hui kholder,
Columbus Citizen; deans of men held in Chicago on
Acker, and Dorothy Luedtke.
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
Brown, president of Denison Uni- best bi-weekly, Ottcrbein, second
Pat Eagy is in charge of properversity, Charlotte Swain, presi- Wittenberg, third Hiram, judge— of last week.
ties and others on her committee
General session of the conference
dent of OCNA, and the convention
Murray Powers, Akron Beacon- were held in the Drake Hotel and
are Ken McGaw, Jean Smith,
chairman, Carolyn Coulthurst, of Journal; best news story, UniverPatricia Meil, and Martha Lown.
Denison. Guests were taken on sity of Cincinnati, second Kent a special session was held ThursThe
electricians
are
Dave
a conducted tour of the campus State University, third Otterbein, day in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Thompson, Robert Maloney, Pat
immediately following the lunch- judge—Professor James Poteter, national shrine at Evanston, 111.
Howell, and George McCIain.
Topics under discussion were the
eon.
Ohio State University; best sports future of fraternities, and the probBusiness Manager is Leila Brock
During the afternoon special story, Case second Bowling Green
and she will be assisted by Patricia
lems of returning men after the
meetings were held at which dele- State University, third Heidelberg, war.
Cloos.
gates discussed individual prob- judge—Jim
Schlemmcr, Akron
lems in the fields of business and
Beacon-Journal; best f e at u r e
advertising, make-up, staff or- story, Miami University, second
ganization, news coverage, editor- Heidelberg, third Kent State Uniials, features, photography, and versity, judge—Marie B a e r r ,
sports.
Cleveland Press; best editorial,
Feature of the evening dinner Case, second Kent State Univerwas presentation of the annual sity, third Denison University,
By JOAN WHITACRE
awards. Presentation of awards judge—J. B. Mullaney, Cleveland
A summons bidding all Key staff members to make ready
was made by Professor Fred Mar- News.
for a week of hard labor featured these five significant words:
but, Kent State University. WinSunday morning a general sesloyalty, crisis, sacrificing, final deadline, and war council.
sion was held in which delegates
The post card bearing this message came from "Pop" Currier,
discussed problems confronting
Its effect was immediate, immense, and
their individual papers. The con- faculty adviser.
vention passed one new resolution possibly immortal.
For how could anyone prove
—Resolved: That appointees to
life. Ho was surrounded by heads
the position of editor and business their loyalty more conclusively of staff who stuck ominous-lookThe YMCA and YWCA will
than these two arduous co-eds who
manager
of
student
newspapers
be
ing sheets of paper under his
again conduct a drive for funds
made more responsible to students carried stacks and (tacks of ex- nose, all trying to do their bit for
for World Student Service. These
change annuals from the Key office the cause.
and
less
so
to
faculty,
and
that
The middle of the
funds will be used to aid students
provision be made for right of to the new journalism department room was filled with filing cases
from all over the world in prison
appeal in cases of oBviously in- this afternoon. They lugged piles and filers, strewn with typewriters,
camps.
and piles of them; they got them typists, and typists' equipment.
fluenced appointments.
-•Dr. Ewers of Pittsburgh, will
Officers for the coming year all there; they wrote down a In the back room reigned genii:
speak in the auditorium Thursday,
May 11 at 10 p.m. in behalf of the elected at this session were: presi- couple of numbers, and carried editors and artists, photographers
On their short and coke-carriers.
World Student Fund. Dr. Ewers dent, Clarine Shapiro, Miami Uni- them all back.
stops back at the main madhouse
Saturday found a very different
is an authority on European af- versity; vice president, Helen
Kappauf, Heidelberg; and execu- they had to beat their way through atmosphere. "Pop" sat exhausted
fairs and has traveled extensively.
a mob sacrificing its utmost to in his chair; editors sat exhausted
He is a personal friend of Lt. Fer- tive-secretary, Professor Fred
meet a final deadline. A crisis had
in theirs.
Staff members stood
guson of the Navy V-12 Unit on Marbut, Kent State University, re■round waving fans over the
Otterbein College at indeed been reached.
our campus, and is very closely elected.
In the first room sat "Pop", heads of the victors. The deadWesterville was chosen as the
associated with Sherwood Eddy in
sacrificing his sanity, possibly his
site of next year's convention.
line had been met.
his travels.
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Play Try Outs for Dramatists
Will Be Thursday In Studio

Treble Clef Club
To Broadcast

Cap and Gown
Sponsors Bridge

''Kr. Pirn' Crews
Are Appointed

Three News Staffers Attend
OCNA Convention at Dension

Conklin Attends
Dean's Conference

Key Staff Endures Week of
Hard Labor to Meet Deadline

YM, YW Start
Service Drive

The results are president, Ardine Gottfried; first vice-president.
Donna Rech; second vice-president, Sue Gesling; recording secretary, Portia Semans; corresponding secretary, Jean Ricketts; senior class representative, Mary Jo
Davis; junior class representative,
Marjorie Fordyce; sophomore class
representative, Jean Halleck.

Th« election was held April 12
in the Well.

-Hmmm!-
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* welcome, Rolarians ...
This weekend Rotarians will hold a convention on our campus.
It is an honor for the
University that these men have chosen our
school.
It is up to the students to show the hospitality for which Bowling Green is noted.
Little courtesies and kindnesses are always
appreciated and will certainly be appreciated
to the fullest by the visiting Rotarians.

* lour years for BGU ...
Just four years ago this week the announcement was made at Bowling Green State University that a new fraternity was being started. Beta Gamma Upsilon. Little then did its
founders, Messers Lilley, Groff, Dickerson,
Rodebaugh, Sprow, and Maddock, realize that
they and the brothers who followed them
would be engaged in fighting a world war.
In four years the youngest fraternity on
campus has grown in size and importance.
Today it, along with the other fraternities, is
doing its best to keep alive the fraternity
spirit which its founders helpedto instill.

* write the editor ...
Judging from the number of letters to the
Editor and comments in a recent symposium,
students do read the editorial page of the Bee
Gee News.
Though some of the comments have attacked the editorial policy of this paper, we have
attempted to print both fair and foul. And
although, we do not agree with all of the
criticism, "every man to his own opinion" is
our policy.
So, out with your special gripes, be they
against us, against the faculty or administration, or against the students.
If you have
the nerve to say them, then you should have
the nerve to put them down on paper and sign
your name to it.

* where's the men's union?...
Earlier in the year, we heard rumors that
a Men's Union was to be started soon. We
now have nine weeks left in this school year,
but nothing seems to have been done about it.
Granted that this is not the most opportune
time to start a Men's Union, it still should be
done. There are enough capable civilian men
on campus that could take* the initiative to
start an organization that would benefit the
University tremendously now and after the
war.
If we are to have a growing University
after the present conflict, we must not sit
passively by now, but lay the plans for the
future.

* in memoriam ...
Every day as we progress through the
Well we notice the service flag, but seldom
do we stop to think of the significance of that
flag.
The blue star in the center should now be
tinged with gold in recognition of the Fighting Falcons who have given their lives to our
country in this war.
The latest of these is Ervin "Porky" Morrison, an active member of the publications
here a few years ago. A lieutenant in the
Army Air Corps, Porky was killed in action
over India recently.
His death \s mourned
by the upperclass students who knew him
and admired his amiable disposition and outstanding personality.

• jovial jottings

let's dance

By aOPPY

nestward, ho!

To: All Students of Bowling Green State University.

LOHG LIVE CONVENTIONS . . .

From: Navy and Marine V-12 and V-B Units.

We should have more of them . . . There is nothing
quite like a convention to build up that "convention

Did you hear about the moron
who:
Put fleas in the bus so that
Subj.: Military Ball, announcement of.
everybody could have a buggy
Ref.: Suggestions of several able leaders on the campus in reference to ride?
Wouldn't plant onions next to
subject.
1. We desire to announce that the first Military Ball to be held the potatoes because he didn't
want the potatoes to cry their eyes
on the campus will take place May 6, 1944.
out?
2. All the facilities of this activity will be at the disposal of those
Ordered asparagus whenever he
participating in this function to insure complete enjoyment of all con- ate in a restaurant so he could
cerned.
leave the waiter a tip?
Found a dollar and tried to buy
3. The music for this gala affair will be furnished by Fred Wood,
buck teeth?
his piano and his music, featuring lovely Judy Lane as vocalist.
Wore stockings inside out be4. There will be the added attraction of the cofnmissioning of a
Coed Commander at intermission. The Coed Commander is to be the cause he had hot feet and he
thought he could cool them off by
sole authority of the Ball and will review a trick platoon of Navy and
turning the hose on them?
Marine personnel during intermission.
Hera's to the love that
6. All persons on this campus are invited and urged to participate
lies in a woman', eyes—
in this function.
and IIM and lies and lie..
"What's the matter?"
Military Ball Committee
"I'm sore at my girl."
Navy and Marine V-12 and V-6 Units
"How come?"
"She's two timing me."
"How do you know?"
"She got married."
I wish I was a wlttle egg,
By JO ANN SIMMONS
I'd sit my.elf upon a wimb,
Away vp in a twoo.
Rudford Stuart Ryan, III, Lt„ some food, Freckles", and I won't And when that bone hoad sergeant
mind
because
he's
saying
it.
USMCR. It's a magnificent title
for the boy next door, isn't it?
And food . . . Much as he loves Would start to shout at mo,
And that's not half of it. Rudd all the others, food is definitely I'd fwow my wotton wittlo self.
is everything his name implies, Rudd's favorite sport. Food was And spatter down on ho.
and more. He's my ideal.
the climax to every tennis game,
"I need a holiday," said the
I wear the little golden earth, bicycle ride, and movie through
pretty cashier. "I'm not looking
oagle, and anchor with pride. junior high. In high school, we'd
Every time I change it from one
meet after he'd showered and my best."
"Nonsense," said the manager.
jacket to Another, I think of dressed after the bootball and
Rudd—Rudd and all he stands for, basketball games to go to the ham"It isn't nonsense; the men are
nil he means to me . . . Rudd and burger shop. Our Sunday after- beginning to count their change."
all the things we've said and done noon rides—Rudd looked wondertogether.
ful in boots and breeches—were
The first thing that I can re- always topped by a delicious
member concerns Rudd; and the spread at his house.
last thing I really want to rememThe two years of college we
ber concerns him.
And almost had together were wonderful. It
everything in between concerns kind of helps a girl to study when
him. In fact, I can hardly imagine she knows that her big hunk of
life without him.
man is right beside her plugging
I remember the summer we were away at chem.
Phi Sigma Mu, honorary music
twelve. We spent it at the lake
Excitement prevailed the day fraternity, will sponsor a concert
with my family, and it was a
we found out we had pledged
of music written by the famous
glorious summer. Rudd's blondbrother and sister fraternities.
Russian contemporary composer,
ncss made him appear even brownGreek Letter Day was a sunny Shostakovitch, Wednesday evening
er, and when we'd race to the raft
one for us. He went around all at 8 p.m. in Studio B of the Pracevery day, each time as he smiled
day with his tweed coat open and tical Arts Building.
down from it and waited for me,
his hands on his hips, and I
Wilma Brewer and Alice Walhe'd say, "Tough luck, Freckles."
wouldn't dance because he'd cover
bolt, in charge of the program,
Freckles—since then that's been
my new pin.
He wore his for
will present a short biography of
his pet name for me. and it pronearly 30 hours before it was
the lift and background of this
bably always will be. Even when
chained to mine.
Soviet composer.
we're old and gray, he'll most
Then
the
boys
all
started
to
likely still be saying, "Let's find
Shostakovitch has created more
leave.
Yet, somehow, we still of a stir than has any other confelt nothing was quite big enough
temporary composer, not only beto ruin it all. Nothing was—ex- cause of Russian-American relacept the war. The day came, he
tionship, but because he is truly a
was called, and we did our best great artist. His Eighth Philharto take it in our stride. We said
Dear Editor:
monic Orchestra, expresses the
that it had been too good to be
May I express an opinion?
feeling of the people in the prestrue and that letters would have
Heretofore, I, a lowly freshman,
ent conflict in Russia.
to do the best they could. He left,
have been somewhat hesitant as to
Shostakovitch was living in Mosand I haven't really lived since
the propriety of a few "gripes".
except for the ten minutes a day cow when Germany bombed RusHowever, upon the dawn of my
sia. It is said that before going
second semester here at Bowling I spend reading his letters.
into a bomb shelter during an air
Green, I have determined to unYes, college was wonderful. It raid, he finishes the measure he is
load my tales of woe.
all seems like a dream as I sit here
writing, blots the manuscript and
Recently there was published in
tonight in my very best dress takes it with him where it will be
the Bee Gee News an article re- waiting for Rudd to walk in the
safe.
ferring to the lack of student apfront door. It's Saturday night
preciation for the various paintagain, and I'm sitting in the same ing the same door. Some Saturings in our buildings. The article
chair, in the same clothes, watch- day night he'll walk through it.
was convincing and prompted me
to see what I was missing. I did
so—with difficulty! It is no wonder that we don't examine theBe
pictures when the halls in the
By CADET WILLIAM HAMILTON
library are so dark one is reminded
of a morgue!
Next on my list of gripes is the
It looks as if the cadets around
Crashing chords of music ensad state of our drinking foun- here arc going to become the first courage us and romind us of what
tains. I refer particularly to the
non-flying pilots of the V-6 pro- wo loft behind.
Perhaps we'll
top floors of the Ad Building gram. The too-often joked-about look up, smile a bit, and plunge
where I would rather die of thirst
weather in these parts is making back into our work again fooling
than stoop to the fountain and
ground-school flyers of us all. a little hatter. The cadets five
witness the skum of tilth that
One of the lads was walking along thank, to the unknown ladies who
seems to reside there permanently.
the street the other day, stopped, are, perhaps unknowiakiy, keepSince the servicemen on our and suddenly looked toward the ing morale on as high a piano as
campus seem to be the predomin- sky.
"Look," he cried out, possible.
ant factor, I shall, by no means,
"what's that up there?" Everyeliminate them.
I have found one looked skywards—only to see
We're going to close this little
many of our social affairs are an —an airplane.
The poor kid
almost identical replica of high
hadn't seen one for so long he'd essay with a plea to the co-eds of
school activities, because our ser- almost forgotten what they look the campus. Little do they realise
what a severe effect their natural
viceMEN haven't grown up yet!
like.
and fatal attractions can exert
They have exhibited the impresAs long as weather lasts, and
on a group of playful lads such
sion that by the mere act of dancthat will be for some time, Ohio as we cadets are. They distract
ing with a Bee Gee co-ed, they
will come in for its share of us, yes; and they lightly turn our
have set the dear lassies' hearts to
prizes. But weather is as corny
minds to thoughts of someone
beating just a little bit faster than
a subject for newspaper columns
a trip hammer. In other words, as it is for conversation on a first somewhere else; but what I am
they condescend to "give the girls date. Let no more be said. We crying out against is the damage
a thrill"! We hope they're happy will march through the rain, hail, they do to our actual restricted
status. I don't suppose girls reain their disillusionment.
sleet, fog, smoke, haie, and so
lise what a temptation it is for
Sure, they look like the cream on, suffering silently.
men to look at a pretty girl when
of the crop in their navy blues or
v
she passes by. It's a right that
olive greens, but we girls aren't
We appreciate the little oxtra every man fights forl
so bad on the eyes either. Of
course, there seem to be those pleasures that the University here
But when we're in ranks, for our
who appreciate our all too. satis- offers us. We would normally as- own good, we wish she would befying presence, so what do they pect comfortable chairs in the come as disfigured as possible.
do?—give us the glad eye, a long classrooms and wall-placed cokeSeveral of us have stolen criminal
clear wolf call, and call it a com- machines here and theroi but we
glances (even though harmless in
nave, in the past few days, been
pliment!
intention) and have felt the offioffered
a
new
tench
that
has
imIt seems that the feminine faccial results.
The officers' ayes
pressed
u.
deeply.
Organ
music
tor at Bowling Green has given
are as well-peeled for you, girls, as
while
you
navigate.
There
we
sit
its best that our servicemen might
ours.
And their tastes are as
enjoy their stay here, by giving in class, flying all over our desks,
well-developed. They can see you
mooting
ships,
taking
off,
searchparties and dances and by just
come, and are on the lookout for
being pleasant. Can our boys say ing, planning, swearing—when
our weaknesses.
They are selsuddenly,
into
oar
warlik.
life
they've put forth the same effort?
dom disappointed. Please ladies,
A Freshman
come strains of another world.
don't distract us so!

made for each other

Phi Sigma Mu
Gives Concert of
Russian Music

* the editor's mail
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kadooling

spirit" . . . said the delegates as they struggled back
from Denison.

SUGGESTIONS TO ...
Sergoaat Bsggs and Company . . . Yen could do a
service by setting up a shoo .kino stand outside your
office door . . . And besides you'd have something
to do all day I

CONGRATULATIONS TO ...
Ralph Klein . . . for his discharge from the Hospital. And besides—now the screens will stay in
. . . Ervin Potts . . . today he is a year nearer being
a man . . .

ITS RUMORED THAT . . .
Joan Ricketti con never go to Treble Clef •(•in
with her heed held high ... bat Dr. Kennedy is e
forgiving tool . . . and it was a wonderful assembly
program, bids.
AN INVITATION IS EXTENDED ...
By the boys in the Falcon's Nest ... to any girl
or girls who need a room for this week end . . .
ONCE UPON A TIME . . .
There was a little moron who found a dollar and
went oat to bay some bach teeth . . . Bat the poor
little pledges didn't find a dollar ... So Gloria and
Marcla had to go bamming false teeth ... All in
the spirit of initiation they ashed a man for his
chompers . . . Right then and there he obliged . . .
And In appreciation he gave them a bag of onions
when they returned them.

THIRD FINGER, LEFT HAND ...
Congratulations to Hal Potts and M. J. Lloyd . . .
who just told us the good news.
HAIL ANOTHER QUEEN . . .
And so another' sweater queen takes kor place in
the long lino of Delta Gamma sweater gals . . .
Barb Burridge, Eva Marie Saint, and now Phyllis.
Naeglo . . . That's really keeping it in the family . . .
A HINT TO THE WISE . . .
Why don't the faculty members of the Social Committee give the poor beat up students a chance to
get a word in edge wise once in a while? . . .
SOMETHING NEW . . .
The Military Ball is in the offing, so get out your
formals, luscious lovlies, sit by the telephone, and
wait and wait and wait—until about May 8 . . .

camp to campus
Lt. Robert Palmer has reported to the AAF Training Command's Lockbourne Army Air Base, Columbus, to take a course of instruction in flying the
B-17 Flying Fortress. Upon completion of the course
Lt. Palmer will be a qualified Flying Fortress pilot.
He won his wings last month at Columbus, Miss.,
and took his previous training at Decatur, Ala., and
Courtland, Ala.
Pvt. Robert Saam has been reported missing by
the War Department Pvt. Saam played guard position on the University football team.
Lt. Clifford Jolley was married recently to Hazel
Jackson of Missoula, Montana. Lt. Jolly is a graduate of the University, majoring in chemistry. Since
entering the service he received training in meteorology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
is now stationed at Geiger Field, Spokane, Wash.
Pvt. Richard Blossor was married last week to
Haael Rotkrock, a member of the Five Sister Sorority. Pvt. Blosser is stationed in California.
The next is an excerpt from a letter from
Lt. Danny Glenn to Dr. Prout. Lt Glenn is in the
Marine Corps. "It's been almost two years since I
left school and started naval aviation. I have been
overseas some eight months now. It has also been
that long since I have been in Bowling Green. I
know when I get back again I'll be out to stroll
around the campus and see all my old profs. Right
now my surroundings are a bit crude and have been
for some time. This is a pretty little rock, but as
you know confinement becomes boring and this is
confinement. I do like my work and we are doing
a good job. Probably you knew "Bud" Cos la
aboard a carrier as fire control officer (gunnery)."
The new address of Ensign Donglas Danterman
is Boat Basin Detachment Unit No. 38, Oceanside,
California.
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The address of Pvt. George MacDonaM 16869264,
is Company B, 391st Infantry, APO 98, San Francisco, California.
Nod Froeman'. address is' Pvt Herb Freeman, |
16369269, Hq. Det 192 Bn., Camp Blanding, Callfornia.
The new address of S/Sgt. Ralph W. Rotsel,
36019786, 8031st OBAM Co., 626th OBAM Bn.,
TOC, Texarkana, Arkansas.
Pfc Phil Lawrence is now stationed at the Santa
Maria Air Base as an instrument specialist, Santa
Maria, California, the 488th Sub Station.
Pvt Clarabelle SaUager, former secretary to Dean I
Arch B. Conklln and now a member of the women's
section of the Marine Corps, is stationed at Camp
LaJeune, New River, Carolina. She will soon com- '■
plete preliminary training. Pvt Sekinger writes that |
she doesn't have time to be homesick.
Midship... Charles Risch.r. Bet* Gamma Upsilon I
fraternity, visited the campus on April 16. Re is I
training at Northwestern University, Evanstown, 111.
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Marine Track Team Beats
Navy 5545 In 2-Day Meet

M'DoweD Memorial Trophy
Is At Stake in Intramurals

The keen rivalry between the Marine and Navy Units
on the campus was much in evidence last week as the Marines
defeated the Navy 55-45 in a nip and tuck two day track meet.
At the end of Wednesday's session the meet was tied up
26 all. On Thursday the Marines led the Navy all the way
after capturing all three places in the low hurdles. However,
aa the last event aproached it became apparent that if the Marines
ware to cop the meet they must

The McDowell Memorial trophy
will be at stake next week when the
V-12 Intramural program will open
for the spring contests. This trophy was brought about through an
over subscription to the flower fund
for A/S Gerald McDowell, who
died of injuries received during a
baseball game here last summer.
The platoon with the most points
at the end of each semester will
have its number engraved upon the
trophy. At the end ofthe Bowling Green V-12 program the trophy
will be sent to Gerald's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. McDowell of Canton,
Ohio.
At the present time Company 1
—Platoon 2 is leading in the intramural program after compiling a
total of 491 points in the first two
semesters of the V-12 program.
County 2—Platoon 2 is close behind with a total of 462 points.
During the fall program Company
1—Platoon 2 won the aoftball
championship, while the touch football honors went to County 2—
Platoon 2.
County 1—Platoon 2 took top

win the Three Lap Relay.
TMy we*e leading the sailors
SO to 40 and the sailors could tie
the entire meet by winning those
last five points, but if theHarines
came through they had the meet
by ten points. The Leathernecks
won the race and the meet in a
thrilling finish.
No records were broken or even
seriously threatened by the V-12
athletics, but the fellows who participated put on a splendid show of
strength and ability.
A/S Nor.nan West on was high
point man on Wednesday when he
threw the shot 40 ft 4 inches, and
tied for first place in the pole
vault with Pvt. Moore.
The
height was 10 ft. 6 inches.
Pvt. Roscoe Rorabough showed
as high point man on Thursday.
"Rocky" won the low hurdles,
placed second in the 36 yard daah,
and ran with the winning relay
team.
The results of the meet:
Pole Vault won by Moore (M)
and Weston (M tie, Bowman
(N) 3. Height: 10 ft. 6 in. Shot
Put won by Weston (N), Schmidt
(M) 2, Robinson (M) 3. Distance: 40 ft. 4 in.
High hurdles won by Rorabaugh
(M) and Karpowicz (M) tie, Kruger (M) 3. Time: .06. 220 Yard
Dash won by McNiely (M), Lytle
(N) 2, Carey (N) 3. Time: 26.3.
Mile Run -von by Forrest (N),
Simkins (M) 2, Ball (N) 3. Time:
6:05.6.
One-lap Relay won by
Navy
(Carey,
Hess,
Mettler,
Lytle) Time: 1:65.2. Low Hudles
won by Rorabaugh (M), Kruger
(M) 2, Karpowicz (M) 3. Time:
6.3.
High Jump won by Karpowicz (M), Aeschliman (M) and
Minnick (N) tied. Height 5 ft..
6 inches.
440 Yard Run won by Alexander
(N), McNiely (M) 2, Dahl (M) 8.
Time: 57.6. 35 Yard Dash won
by Carey (N), Rorabaugh (M) 2,
Urban (M) 3. Time 04.7. 880
Yard Run won by Forrest (N),
Simkins (M) 2, Curry (N) 3.
Time: 2:40.5.
Three-lap Relay won by Marines
(Rorabaugh, Tenhunfeld, Dahl,
McNiely) Time: 3:12.6.
Officials—Starter (Coach Whittakes), Head Finish Judge (Kmetovic), Head Field Judge (Armstrong), Head Timer
(Mohr),
Clerk of Course (Kiehne).

Coaches Attend
Phys. Ed. Meet
The spring intramural staff organized by Director of Athletics
Harold Anderson will have its
first meeting tonight in the athletic office to organize the spring
program.
Members of the staff
besides Anderson include Second
Class Petty Officer Valle Dirodis,
physical training instructor and
Marine Private Charles Armstrong.

Centre Drug
Store
Walgntn Agency
101 N. Main St.

For your every drug
store need

Women's Bldg.
Wins Tourney

The Women's Building cinched
the volley ball championship Wednesday when they defeated Alpha
Epsilon' 54-20. Their only loss of
the season was to the Delta Gamma Sorority II team, the second
place winners. This is the second
year Mrs. James has had the honor
of displaying the cup in her parlor.
Last year it was at Williams
Hall and this year in the Women's
Building.
The members of this
championship team are Betty Long,
captain, Leslie Garvin, Jane White,
Mary Meade, Lucille Pope, Jean
Watt, Katie Lou Snyder, Mariam
Snavely, Edith Stuber. Dorothy
Ramsey, Barbara Smith, and Mary
Taft. Tying for third place were
Shatzel, Las Amigas, and Gamma
Phi Beta II.
The games last Wednesday ended a successful volley ball season
and Monday starts the soft ball
season. Those interested in playing are requested to sign up in the
Gym.

Intramural Staff
Plans Program
Athletic Director Harold Anderson, Coach Warren Steller, and
Physical Education Instructor
George Muellich attended the MidWest Physical Education Association's Annual Conference last
Wednesday and Thursday in Detroit. The theme of the convention was "Fitness for War and
Peace." Wednesday's session was
devoted to "Fitness for War" while
the session on Thursday was on
"Fitness for Peace."
"Fritz" Kreislcr, Athletic Director, University of Michigan, was
one of the main speakers at the
convention, although several other
well known men in the athletic
world were members of various
panels throughout the sessions.
•Mr. Anderson, after hearing various athletic directors from other
schools explain their physical ed.
set-up for the Army and Navy
trainees, feels that the program

* between musters
Have yon, you lucky civilian,
ever wondered what causes that
drumming noise on the campus at
six-fifteen in the morning? That's
the V-12 boys out for a jog around
the Science Building, waking up
for a pleasant day in Bowling
Green. Early, yes, but we like it.
Ask Chief Smith if we don't.
Remember when the coeds used
to come ovtr to Kohl for an occasional dinner on Sunday? Navy
Regulations make that impossible
now, but don't feel too badly.
We find our pack of dogs down
sampling our food before we get
a chance.
Only the pedigreed
ones, of course.
Strength tests are over, those
gruelling torture sessions that we
train all year for.
"Push-up!
Pull-up!
Squat jump!
Go till
you drop! Now do some more!"
Consequently, when you see a
wracked figure crawling down the
gymnasium steps, his face flushed
and mottled, and with his tongue
hanging out, that's a strength test
victim, another product of Pete
"Machine" or "Bear" Whittaker.

Hankey Lumber
& Building Co.
"Fifty Yuan-of Strviee"

in a new style
MONTY'S
Give Garment! Longer Life.. Better Wear

Dependable
Dry Cleaners

Lumber, Roofing,
Builder's Hardware
212 S. Prospect
PHONE 8221

DR. ALEXANDER MEANS,
FOBMEB. PRESIDENT OF EMORY UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA,. PRODUCED THE FIRST
ELECTRIC LIGHT IN AMERICA—21 YEARS
BEFORE EDISON/ DR. MEANS' LIGHT CONSISTED OF A PIECE OF CHARCOAL WIRED
TO AN ELECTRICAL MACHINE AND PLACED
IN A LARGE 6LASS TUBE. WHEN THE CURRENT WAS ON, THE CHARCOAL REACHED ,
A WHITE HEAT OF DAZZLING BRILLIANCE'

HARVARD
YALB
PRINCETON
OF ST PAUL IS
IN THE ARMY AIS
CORPS'

-

- Falcon Feathers. - by DICK HERRING

Dill's SheU
Service Station
PHONE 5172

ATOs Attempt
Cage Revenge

Baseball Team
Works Out
With favorable weather conditions prevaling last week the 1944
Falcon baseball squad went to work
in earnest practicing two hours
daily. Practice was begun by toesing the ball to limber up the arms;
then pepper gumes were organized.
After this pitchers and catchers
were sent to the sidelines to warm
up, while infieldcra and outfielders
were sent out to shag fly balls, conditing legs and eye contact.
The next part of practice was
concerned with concentration on
hitting. Pitchers worked as batting
practice pitchers while each candidate took several swings at the
ball. Intielders were then organized into playing combinations to hold
infield practice.

ENSICN SHARMAN . . .
Lt. Russell Ferguson, executive officer of the local V-12 Unit has
received word that James Sharman who was a chief specialist while
The Five Brother fraternity will
stationed here has been commissioned an Ensign. Ensign Sharman
play a return basketball game
was stationed here from August liU.'l to March I'M i. He instructed
against the Alpha Tau Omega
swimming classes and was a member of the Intramural Staff.
fraternity Wednesday night at 8:00 Jim Baxter at forward; Don Otten
STUDENT KMETOVIC . . .
at center; A/S Don Kuhlman and
in the Men's Gym.
Chief Specialist Pete Kmetovic, former student and football star
A/S Norm Weston at the guards.
The
Five
Brothers
won.
the
first
For the ATO's will be A/S Chuck
of Stanford University who has been instructing physical training
game 62 to 69 over the ATO's
Ball and A/S Denny Aeschliman
classes here, has enrolled as u part time student at this University.
several weeks ago.
at the forwards; A/S Ron Waugh
Chief Kmetovic was just a few credit- hours from graduation as a
The
probable
line
up
for
the
Five
at
center; and A/S Wayne Zahn
student at Stanford.
Brothers is Joe Siegferth and A/S and A/S Bob Babcock at guard.
HANDBALL ARTISTS . . .
At 3 p.m. physical education classes are few so to keep in shape
the instructors, coaches, and director of the educational department
engage in lighting games of handball. Lt. Seymour Keiz, Naval Physician of the local V-12 Unit and Coach Warren Steller usually particiBy JEAN NEWMAN
pate in a game of doubles against Lt. Kloyd Sieweit, physical training
instructor of the local V-6 Unit, and Coach George Muellich. At
There are some things that only memory can keej>—
latest reports the team of Siewert and Muellich are far In the lend due pictures of the life we have about us, scenes that make us
to the "easy sledding" over the combination of Kniz and Steller.
stop and say, "I want to- remember this". We choose our
Participants in games of singles are Coach Hob Whittaker, instructor mental album and find more sketches to look back upon than
Bill Luther, Director of Athletics Harold Anderson. Guest players any a camera could mirror.
arc Ivan "Doc" Lake of the local town newspaper and Assistant
Things like the campus in the spring . . . coming up
Registrar Eugene Beatty.
sorority row in the early morning
•stand watching two perfectly mad their caps just-so, shouting "Hut,
OLD FRIENDS MEET . . .
Lt. Commander T. M. Metcalf, Athletic Officer of the Ninth Naval squirrels play a sort of "kick the hut ..."... the Marine dress
District, inspected the local V-12 Unit last Monday. During this in- can" about one of the favorite hats piled up on a peg in the Nest
Alpha Phi trees, chasing around . . . the smooth white walk, too, in
spection Commander Metcalf found a former player of his, Falcon
the base of a maple after each front of the PA Building covered
Baseball Coach Warren Steller. When Commander Metcalf was coach
other till one skitters across the by guls on skates, flailing their
at Obcrlin College, Warren Steller was a student player.
lawn to the nearest tree, leaving arms about, and dressed in PellVARSITY COMEBACK . . .
his buddy to search for him in Mells of such colors that even the
Over at Bowling Green's "sister" school, Kent State University, in- vain.
rainbow couldn't claim.
tercollegiate sports had been abandoned this year, but because of stuI will remember the sun falling
I will not forget the sudden
dent interest in golf a varsity team has been organized. Congratulaon the flag pole and the V-12's
greenness of the lawn between, the
tions to Kent State for hitting the come back trail. Wouldn't it be diagonal walk and the library, or in little cup-cake affairs of hats
pausing to look up. I will rememswell if we could have a Falcon golf team?
the rusty red of the library roof
ber that flag shivering against, the
BEAUTIES IN SWIMMING EXHIBITION . . .
against a startling blue sky . . .
The Swan Club of the University will give a formation swimming the circle on a rainy morning with sky. It has never looked more
beautiful.
and diving exhibition this Sunday afternoon for the Rotary Convention the sleet making sudden dots and
Although not a part of the camdashes in the deep pools . . . the
in the Natatorium. This is also all-campus, everyone is invited.
blocks of color on such a day— pus, the handsomely built courtTO THE VARSITY CLUB . . .
house is an object of memory.
Several weeks ago I congratulated the Varsity Club for reorganiz- no babushka quite the same . . .
The spire of it is always visible,
ing. I hoped, as a group of fellows who know what teamwork means, the words "Enter not to contradict a part of the University, really.
they would progress as a well balanced club. So far you fellows have and confuse, but to weigh and con- And who will forget the staunch
rated only a third team berth among clubs. .You made a formal state- sider" cut deep above the front ATO house with the little blue
entrance to the Libe ... the tall
convertible in front?
ment that "There wasn't enough interest in spring sports on the camtrees standing on either side of the
I will remember a small yellow
pus" but since then you haven't followed up that statement with any pavement there and the squirrels
cub plane taking off down the
kind of a program. What happened to your campustcen booth? What tossing down acorns at unsuspectrunway and then miraculously
happened to the ideas that were to follow that statement about not
ing heads in mid-fall . . . the
into the air. Then there is the
enough interest?
solid square of lawn between JohnWELCOME TRAINER SAWDYI II...
son Hall and the Nest and the little work-out field behind the gyms
This column extends a welcome to Allan Sawdy, the newly-apoint- brown path running diagonally that seems to stretch out of the
horizon.
cd swimming instructor and trainer. The Falcons arc in need of a across to the D.G. and Alpha Phi
These are the things I want to
houses,
like
a
rubbed
streak
worn
trainer and we hope you will enjoy your work here.
remember.
by
a
finger
across
a
ribbon
of
old
L.ETTERS TO THE SPORTS EDITOR . . .
The sports editor would like to have student and faculty ideas green velvet.
I like the rustic pattern of the
on some phase of sports qr sporting events here at the University.
The food is fine
fence along this square to the Nest
Let her hear from youl
and the silver-green of the young
so come and
poplars beside it.
A beautiful
The new champion of the muscle food . . . More gestures like the "still" view of all this can be seen
free
show
at
the
Cla-Zel
.
.
.
Beaumen is Marine Pvt. Joe Henry of
dine at
from the Science Building so that
Cleveland.
A close second is
tiful women in our classes.
it
remarkably
resembles
a
Grant
George Pappas of Akron, Ohio.
You can't beat the V-12 who
And so we dream of 36 hour fell out of a chair while sleeping Wood painting.
I will remember always the
week-end passes . . .Florida weath- and smashed his nose on an asher . . . Gold braid and bars . . . tray Some ashtryl ! . . . The coed V-6's marching around that corner
The old "cut" system . . . Good that sat on a knitting frame in by the fence in just-so rows, with
home-cooked food—good food— the one o'clock geography class—
Was she needled?
. . . The
Marine carrying a sign with "I
was a gay blade once" printed
Expert Beauty work
on it ... Al "Bock" Bender buffing brass on the barracks railing.
to fit your individual
Release us from week-end restrictions . . . deficiency enslaveMarcelle
style.
ment . . . The new "maintenance"
Potato Chip*
classes . . . Those sizzling ac card
Why don't you make
editorials . . .Spring fever . . •
this store your headTHEIR CRISPNESS IS
Bed check . . . "Erster" stories
DELICIOUS
in geography classes . . . Midquarters for your
terms.
jewelry wants, your
Well, just time enough to get
optical wants, and
in a few squat jumps before chow.

Remember These Things

Cla-Zel
Restaurant

CAIN'S

Listen,
Kids!

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

LOOK AHEAD
When draining anti-freeze,
prepare for summer's heat.
The cooling system is as vital
as the tires. Come in and let
us explain.

rWE KANSAS-MISSOURI
STATE BOUNDARY RUNS TI..UJ
LINCOLN AND LEE UNIVLRSITY.
KANSAS CITY.

honors in basketball this past season, although losing out in the
table tennis tourney.
The new intramural staff will be
appointed by Athletic Director
Harold Anderson in the near
future to assist in the organization
of the spring program.

The food is good

For the latest in
SPORT CLOTHES

at

TRY

HARVEY'S

—

UTTMAN'S
DRY CLEANING
BUY BONDS

Sweaters

Skirts

KESSEL'S
Hosiery
Dresses

your repair wants?
We'll treat you right
. . like to have you
come in whether you
buy or not

STRAWSER'S
Coats

JetouUn
Optomotrittt
115 N. Main St.
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Movie, Bridge, Carnival
Offer Week-end Entertainment
By KAY CARRAS
One of the most thrilling films of the century, "Saboteur,"
will be shown this Friday night, April 21, in the Auditorium
at 7:80. The movie is directed by that master of chills, Alfred
Hitchcock. Robert Cummings and Patricia Lane star in the
production. This is the eighth movie sponsored by the Speech
Department. Admission is by Activity Card.
Friday night, there will also be
an All-Campus Benefit Bridge
Party sponsored by Cap and Gown.
It is to be held in the P.A. Auditorium from 8 to 12 p.m. Tickets
are 60 cents and may be purchased
from Kay Knisely or at the door.
The benefits are to go to the United
China Relief. If you enjoy bridge
Many books in a wide variety of
—remember this activity—rememfields, such as biology, history,
ber this activity is planned for
sociology, have been received by
you. There will be refreshments
and entertainment.
the University library.
Saturday night is the CampusProbably the most outstanding
teen Carnival with all kinds ofconcessions to assure an evening of acquisitions received in recent
weeks are Arthur Cayley's "Colfun. Organizations should contact
Dorothy Booier about a concession.
lected Mathematical Papers", in
The plans are in the hands of the
thirteen volumes. This is a rather
Campusteen executive committee.
rare collector's item of a scholarly
Saturday night the Beta Gammn
nature.
Upsilon Fraternity is having a
Hayride for ita members and
The library has just acquired
guests at 8 p.m. Wayne Pike is all available back numbers of
in charge of the affair.
"Modern Music", probably the
most important periodical in English on twentieth century music.
Treble Clef Sings
Another item received is KnulfFor Rotary Club
man's "Agaracacae of Michigan,"
Treble
Clef Club,
under a biological work that the library
has been searching for for at least
the direction of Dr. James Peul
Kennedy will present a program three years. G. M, A. Richter's
"Kouroc", a scholarly study of
Sunday evening for the members
of Rotary Club who will be here to ancient Greek art, is an important
new work of interest to art stuattend the 167th District Convendents.
tion of Intemation RotaryNew reference books included:
Sunday morning the Glee Club
"Handbook of Scientific and Techwill sing at the morning service
nical Societies of the United
of the Methodist Church.
States and Canada"; Nicolas Slonimsky's "Music Since 1900"; a
Bete Gammas
supplementary of the Dictionary
of American Biography; the EncyHave Frosh Smoker
clopedia of Modern Education; and
Beta Gamma Upsilon fraternity
Runes' "Twentieth Century Philentertained a group of freshman
osophy".
men at u smoker held in the stuNew hooks of historical or edudent lounge of the Falcon's Nest
cational interest to people of this
last Thursday evening.
Games
pnrt of the country Hre; Fletcher's
were played and the campus movie
"History of Oberlin College";
was shown to the group.
Wnite's "Western Reserve UniverPlans have been completed for
sity, the Hudson Era"; the "Unia fraternity hay-ride party to
versity of Michigan, an Encyclobe held Saturday night. Wayne
pedic Survey, Vol. I"; and Wittke's
Pike, social chairman, is in charge
"History of the State of Ohio,
of the affair.
Vol. B, Ohio Comes of Age".
•Several new books are of interHome Ec Heads
est to the general reader. Konrad
Go To OHEA Meeting Heiden's "Der Fuehrer", a careMiss Laura Ileston, Miss Helen
ful study of the political and soHenderson, Miss Madge Johnson,
cial background against which HitMiss Jane Ann Bovie, and Miss
ler rose to power. "The HumaniKathryn Rausrh will atend the anties" seta forth the combined apnual meeting of the Ohio Home
proach to the study of the plastic
Economics Association in Columarts, music, and literature at
bus on the Ohio State University
Stephens College, as presented by
Campus Saturday.
Louise Dudley and Austin Faricy.
Miss Heston will lead the discusR. J. Casey's "Torpedo Junctions"
sion group of college teachers on
is an exciting account of the Pa"Post War Planning", the topic of
cific fleet in the early days of the
the day.
present wnr.
The library is arranging for
special displays later in the spring
Business Students
of books on subjects of widespread
Make Heinz Payroll
interest. One display will concern
Combining theory with practice,
hooks on China; this will be folDorothy Hodgkins, Helen Schaaf,
lowed by a book display of Russia.
and Betty Swartz answered a franBoth displays will be announced in
tic call from the Heinz Company
the Bee Gee News at a later date.
to help make up the payroll. The
women are University students
studying the use of the comptoCla-Zel Plays Host
meter.

To V-12 Unit

CLA-ZEL
FRI

SAT

Open 1:46 Saturday

2—FEATURES—2
KAY KYSKR and Orchestra
LENA HORNE
—In—

"SWING FEVER"
2nd Hit

HOPALONG CASSIDY

"TEXAS
MASQUERADE"
MON

Open 1:45 Sunday

SEARING DRAMA!
BLAZING ROMANCE!

Military personnel at the Bowling Green State University Station were guests of the management at the Cla-Zel Theatre last
Wednesday evening. Special feature of the program was a technicolor picture entitled "The Malines at Tarawa".

Supply Officer Makes
Official Visit Here •
Lt. (j.g.) A. C. Breckcnridge,
supply officer for the Ninth Naval
District, made an official visit to
the campus Thursday.
Member Federal
Reeerve 3«*Um

Bank of
Wood County
Federal D.po.il
IBM

Two Sororities
Initiate New
Members

Ho hum! Just Another Appendix

Pk.
I•

Library Adds
New Volumes
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Bee Gee New. photographer snap* action in the University Hoapital *a Dr. Seymour Kaia conduct*
an appendectomy on A/S Sheldon Strong.
Left to right are: Nurie Janet Larson, Dr. Kaix, Ph. M. Jamei Duffy, Dr. Leabelle I. ROM, and Ph.
M. G. C. Meari,

Camerawoman Can Take It;
Shoots Photo of Appendectomy
By PAT WHELAN
"I'd like a picture of this appendectomy today," Dr. Kaiz
said to me, "Can you take it?"
Can you take it has a double meaning. I thought about
it. I thought about it from the time I left Johnston hospital
after catching a picture of President Prout until he excused
me from a four o'clock class to take the picture.
In the waiting room at the hos- moved it. All this for that little
pital, I thought about it while I thing!
set up the eamera. I looked out
A short curved needle a few
of the window, walked up and
down the corridor, and watched minutes later was leading through
Nurse ('amillia Barnes playing skin white thread that became
with baby "Chuckie" Ross while crimson thread. A row of scissor
his mother prepared to assist Dr. like clamps lined the incision . . .
I think they were clamps
Kaiz.
I left before the patient was re-,
The patient walked unassisted
with Nurse Helen Marsh through moved. In less than thirty minthe double doors of the surgery. utes I had seen an appendectomy,
That amazed me.
He looked and had enjoyed it more than my
own some ten years before.
rather pale but not as ill as I
Hminmm, think I'll have to stop
imagined. He was tall, with thick
in and visit the patient.
dark hair, quite nice looking.
Pharmacist Mate Menrs tied the
back strings of the long white surgical gown and of the masque Pi KA Committees
that covered my nose and mouth Plan Activities
while I pushed my hair up under
Norman Knisely, SMC of Pi
i round white cap. I followed him
Kappa Alpha has appointed five
through the sterilizing room to
the surgery door where a whair committees to head this year's
spring program.
had been placed for me.
Irvin Potts is chairman of the
Dr. Kaiz with Dr. Leabelle 1.
Koss assisting, unfolded a long spring picnic. Assisting him are
white sheet taken from a sterilizer Gene Jordan and Al Bender. Latwhich spread from the foot of er the pledges are having a stag
picnic for the actives.
the table to a tent-like metal
frame over the patient's head.
Irvin Potts is also chairman of
Nurse Janet Larson placed a tray the house party. Co-workers arc
of instruments on a frame that Philip Miles and Norman Knisely.
arched across the lower end of the
Jack Lofland and Bud Forrest
table.
are making plans for the fraternity's part in the May sing.
Holding the camera, 1 waited.
The doctor was handed a small
A booth for the Campusteen
Mailed instrument, and in a few Carnival is going to be arranged
seconds the nurse put aside gauze by Philip Miles and Olan Dunlap.
turned red. "Cnn you feel anyThe fraternity is editing a news
thing . . . pain?" Dr. Kaiz asked letter to be sent to all former
the patient.
Commoners and Pi K As.
In
The answer "No" sounded far charge of the letter arc Olan Dunaway and tired.
lap, Bill Newman, and George
I took the first picture as the Small.
Plans are being made for. a
nurse handed Dr. Kaiz one pair
of scissors and another of Nurse coming serenade.
Donald Paine, district president
Marsh as she sat beside the
patient's head and bathed his face. from Cleveland, visited the Delta
The two pharmacist mates, Mcars Beta chapter on April 6.
and Duffey, stood near her to
observe.
More pictures, and then I just
stood and watched.
The gloves
on the Doctor's hands were as
thin and fine as skin and his hands
w-erc quick and steady. Once he
looked up at me and asked "How
are you doing?"
The mask was hot and the
cap was tight, but I put down the
eamera and watched. The appendix itself was a red curved thing
seeming but a few inches in length.
After a little tourniquet was applied, a snip or two of scissors re-

ATO Initiates
Seven Pledges
Alpha Tau Omega pledges were
initiated last week-end, with informal initiation at the fraternity
house Saturday afternoon. Formal initiation was held in Studio
B of the Practical Arts Building
Sunday evening.
New members are: George
Daviea, Bill Burgus, Ralph Hendricks, Carl Jones, Lowell Howard,
Bob Mardoz, and Bob Bowman.
Again a challenge has been
raised by the ATOs to the PiKAs.
This time it is for a swimming
meet. Watch the Bee Gee News
for the- results of the challenge.

Phratras Attend
Hobart Wedding
Plans are being made to attend
the wedding and reception of
Maxine Hobart, Phratra's former
president, and Edward Sanders,
next Friday evening, April 21, 7
p.m., at Pemberville, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Hobart,
parents of the bride-to-be, are
here from Rio de Janiero, Brazil
to attend the ceremony.
Last Friday evening, Phratra entertained guests at a buffet supper.
Committees in charge of arrangements were: food, Gwen Henline,
chairman, Ethyl Sickmiller, and
Dorothy Rickcnbacker; invitations,
Wilda Berndt and Katie Lou Snydcrj entertainment, Dora Ehrhart
and Dorothy Fisher.

Henderson Talks
At Ridge Street PTA
Miss Helen Henderson of the
University Home Economics department will talk this evening on
"Clothing Problems in War Time"
to the Parent Teachers Association of Ridge Street school.
baugh, Mrs. Clement Premo, Donelda Ziegler, Mrs.
Mary Hein,
Mrs. Bruce Esterly, Janet Adams,
Olive Bowersox, Alice Burget,
Bonnie Andrew, Mrs. Max Denton,
Marian Grower, Maxine Olnhauscn, Mrs. Harold Farling, Margaret A. Wood, Marie Burget

New members of Alpha Phi who
were initiated Saturday afternoon,
are Ruby Bridenbaugh, Katherine
Cook, Geraldine Dunnraeyer, Marilyn Johnson, Betty Ruth Krabill,
Analie I.ind, Dorothy Reimer,
Margaret Baker, Virginia Bryan,
Aurelia Christea, Ellen Crawley,
Barbara Fish, Audrie Johnson,
Marjorie Keyerleber, Doris Lorenz,
Mary May, Verena Schumacher,
Pat Snyder, and Shirley Walker.
Mrs. Gretchen Overman, honorary member, Mrs. Jacqueline
Hanke, and Mrs. McDonna Street,
former Seven Sisters, were also
initiated.
Mrs. Doris Humphrey Priode,
district governor from Cleveland,
and Mrs. Alice Morgan Roedel,
executive secretary, from Detroit
were weekend guests.
The chapter attended Christian
Church Sunday morning after initiation.
Officers recently elected in Alpha Phi are Helen Pugh, president; Alice Walbolt, vice president; Betty Weaver, treasurer;
Mary Wellbaum, corresponding
secretary; Jane Mitchell, house
chairman; Rosalyn Rabkin, recording secretary; Bonita Bichan,
chaplain; Jeanne Olewiler, music
chairman; Evelyn Leach, APPA
chairman; Aurelia Christea, marshal; Geraldine Leak, senior panhellenic representative; Martha
Transue, junior panhellenic representative; Ellen Crowley, alternate panhellenic representative;
Alice Yoder, assistant treasurer;
Betty Breneman, guard, Jeanne
Jones, quarterly correspondent.
On the rushing committee are
Geraldine Leak, chairman; Alice
Cerny, junior representative; and
Shirley Walker, sophomore representative.
On the committee for the Alpha
Phi booth in the Campusteen Carnival are Hilda Mehring, general chairman; Betty Breneman,
Jean Van Horn, Alice Yoder, and
Marilyn Johnson.
Alpha Xi Delta sorority initiated 2-1 pledges and 16 Five Slater
alumni, last Sunday at 6 a.m.
Following the ceremony, the chapter members and guests had breakfast at the Women's Club.
In honor of Founders' Day,
April 17, the chapter held a formal banquet at the Women's Club.
President Mary Jane Wilson welcomed the new actives.
Ruth
Loudenslagel, president of the
pledge class gave a response.
Alpha Xi's who were former Five
Sisters were welcomed into the
chapter by Mrs. Mercer.
Etta
Hinsch sang "The Garden of Old
Alpha Xi".
A Founders Day ceremony, with
ten girls taking the parts of the
founders, was the climax of the
evening. The program closed with
group singing, led by Patricia
Schweitzer, music chairman.
The following pledges were initiated: Pat Barton, Dorothy Bowers, Delores Bryan, Shirley CampDorothy Gray, Barbara Hackett,
Susan
Harris, Alice * Johnaon,
Laura Morris, Elmere Parquette,
Marian Richardson, Betty Rosencrans, Mary Shoup, Gloria Speers,
Doreen Stouffer, Joan Waugh,
Ruth Schill, Ruth Loudenslagel,
Barbara Gustaveson, Marcia Hachtel, Elizabeth Souder, Mary Diedrick.
The Five Sister Alumnae who
were initiated are: Helen Fash-

Have a "Coke" = Sakabona

Nyal

(WHADDYA SAY?)

Store

KIGER'S
Buy now—

ANNE BAXTER
THOMAS MITCHELL

If you love to eat,
come in for a treat—
SANDWICHES
MALTEDS
SODAS
SUNDAES

Holland Dairy
Store

SPRING SHADES OF
WOODBURY'S POWDER
WOODBURY'S CREAM
CORINTHIA LIPSTICK
(beautiful shades)
YU PERFUME
COTY'S PERFUME

PRETTY MOTHERSDAY CARDS
— Try Kitter", Firit —

.. .from Bloemfontein to Buffalo
In South Africa, as la the U. S. A., the greeting

HSP*

a "Cat*"

i

help* the American sailor to get along. And it help*, too, in your

5

bom* when you have Coca-Cols in your icebox. Across the Seven
Sees, Coca-Cola stands for it* **•<*• thtf n/mba, -the friendly
gesture of good-natured folks.
eomsD UNDO) AUTHOtJTY OF IMC COCA-COIA COMPANY IT

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO- TOLEDO. O-

"Coke-a Coca-Cola

It'inaluialforpcpulunMM*
i tonq^iiftlMidti iitbiiili.
I tton». That's why *o« heal

